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Stories featuring Tom and Judee can found 
though out popular culture. Starting in pre-
historic times, cave paintings can be found 
showing a Neanderthal with tan lines. In 
the times of the Pharoahs, glyphs are seen  
of a powerful female figure with the all 
seeing eye. Medieval French tapestries, 
Grecian urns and comic puppet shows all 
feature the famous duo.

This book brings all of these stories 
together for the first time and examines 
them in depth.
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During the long hot July of 1938, British 
Egyptologist  Allain E. Humphrey was 
leading an expedition in the Valley of 
the Kings, to further explore the recent-

ly opened tomb of the Pharaoh Naht-en-huneè, 
when he made the discovery that would form the 
pinnacle of his career. Humphrey had unwitting-
ly discovered the tomb of a previously unknown 
Pharaoh: Tom-tut-often.

As Humphrey was fond of retelling during his re-
tirement years, his discovery had an inauspicious 
beginning. During the heat of the mid day, Hum-
phrey felt the need to relieve himself and picked 
a large stone at the base of a nearby heap of 
rubble as his seat of ease. When finished, Hum-
phrey noticed that his waters had run beneath the 
stone and disappeared. Curious as to where his 
stream had flowed, Humphrey directed some of 
his workers to remove the stone and surrounding 
rubble. Much to their surprise, the working party 
uncovered a passageway leading down beneath 
the valley walls.

Humphrey hurriedly retrieved his electric torch 
and descended beneath the surface, to be the 
first to enter the tomb in many thousands of years. 
He immediately found the tomb had been robbed 
of its contents over the passage of years. How-
ever, to his delight, the heiroglyphs painted on the 
walls had remained remarkably intact. Humphrey 
abandoned his previous goal within the tomb of 
Naht-en-huneè and focused on this new unknown 
tomb. Humphrey would spend the remainder of 
his life studying the tomb, writing, and lecturing 
about his fascinating discoveries. His most amaz-

ing discovery? This Pharaoh was an ancient an-
cestor of the McMurdos.

What do we know about this newly discovered 
pharaoh? 

Let’s start with his name: Tom-tut-often.

Egyptian Pharaoh’s have their names written in 
the form of a cartouche. A cartouche is simply a 
series of glyphs that are gathered together into a 
group surrounded by a heavily carved or painted 
oval. Humphrey noted that Tom-tut-often’s car-
touche consists of three simple glyphs.

The first is the glyph for a small drum or “tom”. 
The second glyph literally means singing anus, 
but is pronounced “tut”. The final glyph shows the 
sun connected to the moon, meaning always or 
“often”.

Group the three glyphs into a cartouche and we 
have Tom-tut-often.

Tom-tut-often was a warrior of great skill. He 
would ride into battle on his war chariot, leading 
his troops into battle. What is very interesting is 
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the unique design of his battle chariot. Humphrey 
was puzzled by the strange construction until his 
death. Today we would recognize Tom-tut-often’s 
chariot as the ancient predecessor to our current 
mini-van.

We also know that Tom-tut-often had a queen 
named Yu-deè which translates into “The Queen 
that carries a big stick and has an eye in the back 
of her head”.

We do not know very much about Yu-deè. Each 
time that she appears on the tomb’s hieroglyph-

ics, she is shown using her all seeing eye to moni-
tor the diet of Tom-tut-often. 

The heiroglyphs also clearly tell us that Tom-tut-
often and Yu-deè liked animals and surrounded 
themselves with many pets including large num-
bers of dogs and cats.

Many Egyptologists believe that Tom-tut-often was 
really a puppet King and that Yu-deè may have 
actually ruled, quietly, from behind the scenes. 
They cite as proof of their controversial theory the 
fact that Yu-deè is almost always pictured with 
her long reaching stick. The stick represents true 
power and contrasts with the diminutive stature 
of Yu-deè in all of the images showing the couple 
together.

Interestingly, the possibility that Yu-deè might 
have actually been the power behind the throne 
also plays well into the connection between Tom-
tut-often and modern day McMurdos. Throughout 
history, McMurdos have formed female dominat-
ed relationships with their spouses while living in 
male dominated societies.

As further proof of Tom-tut-often’s place in the 
McMurdo bloodline, Humphrey pointed to the 
unique physical characteristics found in all male 
McMurdos. 

Chief among these physical traits is the tattoo like 
permanent farmer’s tan born by the McMurdo lin-
eage. This tan is even present when shirts are not 



worn by the people of the times. The McMurdo 
farmer’s tan is clearly visible in every image of 
Tom-tut-often. Scholars also point to Tom-tut-of-
ten’s huge girth and receding hair line. 

Modern genetic testing would certainly confirm 
Tom-tut-often as a part of the McMurdo ancestry. 
Unfortunately, the mummified remains of Tom-
tut-often and his Queen Yu-deè were removed 
or destroyed by the marauding tomb robbers and 
no genetic material remains to make a DNA com-
parison.

With this lack of genetic evidence, many scholars 
bolster the ancestral connection by pointing to cir-
cumstantial evidence found in abundance within 
the tomb’s heiroglyphs. Let’s take a look at the 
evidence that the experts have accumulated.

The chief point of proof lies in the image of Tom-
tut-often sitting on his throne. Looking at the shape 
of the throne you will see that it is shaped like a 
modern day toilette. Also notice that Tom-tut-often 
has also equipped himself with reading material 

as well as a lotus blossom, the ancient Egyptian 
equivalent of an air freshener.

Further circumstantial evidence is found in the 
diet enjoyed by Tom-tut-often. The heiroglyphs 
show that his diet was heavily weighted in favor 
of meats and frozen dairy products. Combined 
with the image of Tom-tut-often on his throne, 
many Egyptologists believe that there is ample 
evidence that Yu-deè had good reason to use her 
all seeing eye and long reaching stick to control 
Tom-tut-often’s diet.


